


WELCOME TO THIS EXTRAORDINARY
ADVENTURE! 

Congratulations! Thanks to this box, you are minutes away 
from becoming a castellan-farmer and proud owner of a share 
of the castle of Vibrac! Château de Vibrac is the 3rd château to 
have been rescued through a crowdfunded castle buyout, a 
concept developed by the Dartagnans start-up and the Adopte 
un château NGO. By becoming a castellan-farmer, you are a 
pioneer of a citizen model for safeguarding endangered 
heritage. You are now part of a large international community 
tens of thousands strong, hailing from 125 countries. This 13th 
century ruined castle is set in the heart of the Grand Cognac 
region on an archipelago of three islands, on the banks of the 
Charente river. Its revival starts now, thanks to you. The 
rehabilitation project of the castle and its 12-acre estate will 
focus on the restoration of the building, the creation of 
permaculture-based potager garden and the construction of 
eco-responsible huts. Find out more of the project at
www.dartagnans.fr 

A CULTIVATED PLOT BEARING YOUR NAME.

As a castellan-farmer, your name will also be featured on a plot 
of the permaculture vegetable garden. The allocation of plots 
will be done randomly; yours may therefore grow lemon caviar 
or old vegetables such as tree onion, parsnip chervil or vitelotte 
potato. A large sign at the entrance to the site will tell you 
where your plot is.

WHAT ARE MY PRIVILEGES AS
A CASTELLAN-FARMER?

You are entitled to a free entrance for life in your castle (applicable 
during the regular opening periods). You will also participate in the 
major collective decisions, and in our famous volunteer workcamps 
that will help to revive the castle and its estate. 

FAQ
Can I gift the box to a relative (including a minor)?
Of course. The recipient will then have to create an account on 
www.dartagnans.fr and register their card by following the procedure 
above. 
In the case of a minor, it is the legal representative (usually one of the 
child’s parents) who must create an account and follow the above 
procedure. When the company is created and upon entry into the 
capital, the legal representative will be able to purchase the €1 share on 
behalf of their child. An email detailing the procedure will be sent at 
that time.

Is it mandatory to register the box?
Yes. Only a box registered through the above process will grant its 
bearer the title and privileges of a castellan-farmer and the ability to 
claim a €1 share of the company owning the Château de Vibrac.

HOW CAN I BECOME A  CASTELLAN-FARMER?

 If you already have an account at www.dartagnans.fr, please login  
 with your existing credentials. If you do not have an account at  
 www.dartagnans.fr, register a new account - it will only take a   
 couple of minutes.

 Go to the website www.mapartduchateau.com and follow the   
 steps to register the card number inside your box. Once done, you  
 will then receive project updates on the email    
 address linked to your dartagnans.fr account.

 When the company that owns 100% of the château is created, you  
 are entitled to the option of becoming a shareholder by paying a  
 symbolic €1 per share. The full procedure will be sent to you by  
 email once the company has been created. In order to speed up  
 the process right now, you can already upload the 2 supporting
 ID documents necessary in the "ID documents" section of your  
 dartagnans.fr profile.
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Retrouvez l’ensemble du projet sur


